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Projectdescription 
The project is a prototype (still pre-alpha) lowcost Automatic Pill Dispenser device. 
It is meant to be used by people who need to take medicine, vitamins etc., in form of several pills on a daily (or 
weekly) basis.  
Manually preparing an assortment of pills for daily(weekly usage) in a common pill dispenser box can be time 
consuming, erroneous and sometimes hard to handle for elderly people. 
This device will aid them, but also others, in the sense of automating this procedure. So then it is only necessary 
to fill the repository containers of the device and configure contents and schedules once. After this the device 
will eject the defined amount of pills on the scheduled dates/times. 
 
The autodispenser device can manage several separate pill ejecting modules (can be extended, currently up to 3) 
with a repository container for pills. The pills that were ejected will be collected on a single tray. The container 
content (by name) and content quantity of each module can be set up by the user using multiple kinds of 
interfaces: LCD-pushbutton interface(implemented), 
webinterface(not yet implemented), 
upload settings file from USB-stick (not yet implemented)  
or a bar code scanner which reads a bar code from the pills packaging, which usually(in Germany at least) is 
unique and can be used to acquire information about name and quantity and other information of a drug (not yet 
implemented). 
 
A settings setup validation will limit input to sensible values (for example date: month only 1-12, day only 1-31 
year only 2004-2099).   
In case of the upload method, the uploadable settings-file can be created by a separate Java (settings wizard) 
program (described later) running from a USB-stick storing its output(settings file) to the same location.  
 
The device can be scheduled to eject the needed amount of pills once or on a daily or weekly basis. These events 
can be configured by the user using one of three interfaces described earlier. 
 
As soon as a scheduled event is triggered the device will ask the user to cancel or eject the amount of pills - 
defined in the scheduled event - from one of the container modules to the collecting tray. If the schedule set up 
was daily or weekly, a new event will be set up accordingly. 
If there is no response from the user after an event has been triggered upto 4 more triggered events can be held in 
a ringbuffer, so only the last 5 events can be processed. 
 
There is also a manual emit function implemented, to be able to eject a certain amount of pills from a desired 
container on the fly. 
 
Features not yet implemented: 
a) A voice/speech module to make blind or elderly people able to set up contents and scheduled events using the 
pushbutton interface with voice output. 
b) A Webinterface for complete setup of the device. 
b) A barcode scanner module to read in the contents(name) and quantity from the pills packaging using a tiny 
database. 
c) An external Java settings wizard to configure content and scheduled events. This could be used, for example 
by doctors who could configure the appropriate pills assortment and dose settings and schedules for their patients 
and save this to a USB-stick, so that it can be read in by the patients dispenser device without them  having to 
care about setting this up himself. 
 



The Automatic Pill Dispenser device (currently) consists of (also see blockdiagram on page 4): 
1. The main controlling unit. The EKK-LM3S9B96 kit. 
2. An 32.768 KHz oscillator for the RTC. 
3. A LCD 16x2 module 
4. 4 pushbuttons (up, down, ESC, ENTER) 
5. A container module including a stepper motor with a  screw drive which is used as a mechanism for ejecting 
pills to a collecting tray one by one, coming from a repository container; two tubes for feeding pills to the screw 
drive and for ejecting to the tray and a repository container. The complete autodispenser device can manage 
several of these extendable modules. 
6. An AC/DC unit, providing 5 volts for the controlling part and 20 volts for the stepper motor. 
 
Software:  
main parts, like contents setup, schedule setup are split into separate files for easy maintenance. The code makes 
use of SafeRtos in rom, Stellaris library functions in rom, some external Stellaris library functions which 
are not included in rom yet and uartstdio, ustdlib, lwiplib, locator libraries. Also used implemented are RTC 
and deepsleep mode. 
 
Code snippet 
1. code from file standby_task.c (standby setup and loop for triggering standby on PF4 low): 
 
static unsigned long g_StandbyTaskStack[128]; 
 
static void xStandbyTask(void *pvParameters){ 
  while(1){ // loop until PF4 goes low (AC/DC power off) 
    if(ROM_GPIOPinRead(GPIO_PORTF_BASE, GPIO_PIN_4)==0){ 
      ROM_GPIOPinIntEnable(GPIO_PORTF_BASE, GPIO_PIN_4); 
      LCD_cls(); 
      LCD_puts("ENTERING STANDBY"); 
//      ROM_SysCtlDeepSleep(); 
      ROM_SysCtlSleep(); 
      LED_OFF; 
    } 
    xTaskDelay(500); 
  } 
} 
 
unsigned long StandbyTaskInit(){ 
  ROM_IntMasterEnable(); 
  ROM_IntEnable(INT_GPIOF); 
  ROM_SysCtlPeripheralClockGating(true); // enable only peripherals explicitly configured while in sleep modes 
  ROM_SysCtlPeripheralSleepEnable(SYSCTL_PERIPH_GPIOF); // enable PORT F while in sleep mode 
  ROM_SysCtlPeripheralDeepSleepEnable(SYSCTL_PERIPH_GPIOF); // enable PORT F while in deepsleep 
mode 
  ROM_SysCtlPeripheralSleepEnable(SYSCTL_PERIPH_TIMER1); // enable TIMER1 while in sleep mode 
  ROM_SysCtlPeripheralDeepSleepEnable(SYSCTL_PERIPH_TIMER1); // enable TIMER1 while in deepsleep 
mode 
  // setup PF4 as input (for detecting AC/DC power off) and enable interrupt on rising edge (detect AC/DC 
poweron) 
  ROM_GPIOPinTypeGPIOInput(GPIO_PORTF_BASE, GPIO_PIN_4); // make PF4 input 
  ROM_GPIOPadConfigSet(GPIO_PORTF_BASE, GPIO_PIN_4, GPIO_STRENGTH_2MA, 
GPIO_PIN_TYPE_STD_WPD); 
  ROM_GPIOIntTypeSet(GPIO_PORTF_BASE, GPIO_PIN_4, GPIO_HIGH_LEVEL); // enable interrupt on rising 
edge of PF4 
 
  if(xTaskCreate( xStandbyTask, (signed portCHAR *)"Standby", 
                  (signed portCHAR *)g_StandbyTaskStack, 
                  sizeof(g_StandbyTaskStack), NULL, PRIORITY_Standby_TASK, NULL) != pdPASS){ 



     return(1); 
  } 
  return(0); 
} 
 
 
 
 



Blockdiagram: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Picture of assembly (imagefile: photo11_complete_assembly_top_view.jpg): 
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Schematics (imagefile: autodispenser_schematic.gif): 

 


